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1. Introduction 

1.1 In preparation for a ‘no deal’ exit, the Department of Health (NI) has set up a 
Departmental Operations Centre (DOC). This will deal with any disruption to 
the delivery of health and social care services in Northern Ireland, which may 
be caused or affected by EU Exit as part of the Northern Ireland C3 
(Command, Control & Co-ordination) structure. The DOC will also work with 
the planned Northern Ireland Operation Centre (the ‘hub’) and other devolved 
nations to respond to UK-wide incidents.  
 

1.2 The Department is focusing on three areas of activity in the health and social 
care system, in its ‘no deal’ exit contingency planning:  

• Healthcare supply chain including  
 supply of medicines and vaccines;  
 supply of medical devices and clinical consumables;  
 supply of non-clinical consumables, goods and services;  

• Cross Border movement and/or free movement of people; and,  
• Data transfer risks.  

 
2. Scope of this paper 

 
The scope of this document is focused on Departmental information provided 
to date, BSO’s reporting responsibilities to HSC Silver for the management of 
the impacts of EU Exit on NI Health and Social Care (HSC), and EU Exit 
preparations undertaken internally by BSO. During the EU Exit process it is 
intended to operate within BSO as ‘Business as Usual’. 
 

3. Healthcare supply Chain (Medicines and Medical Supplies) 
 

3.1 Work has been undertaken to assess the implications of EU Exit on medical 
devices and clinical consumables (MDCC). BSO undertook an exercise to 
establish the perceived impact of a “no deal” exit on existing contractors’ 
abilities to fulfil contractual obligations. The BSO wrote to 820 contractors 
covering 2936 contracts on 3 August 2018. The purpose was to identify 
specific impacts on deliveries of goods across the HSC, in addition to 
indicating to contractors that HSC was making plans for various scenarios and 
outcomes from the EU Exit negotiations. This included contracts awarded by 
the BSO on behalf of HSC for medicines. BSO engagement with these 
contractors has resulted in circa 85% of the suppliers contacted by BSO 
Procurement and Logistics Services (PaLS) providing adequate assurances 
on the availability of products to the HSC Trusts with follow up activities being 
undertaken to seek assurance from the remaining 15% of suppliers. 
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4. Disruption to cross border movement and/or free movement of people 
 

4.2 The BSO has undertaken an exercise to assess the potential for disruption of 
cross border movement and free movement of people. It has established that 
less than 20 BSO employees live in ROI, none of which are frontier workers.  
They therefore have the option to work flexibly and/ or remotely if there are 
difficulties travelling to work. Details of the EU Settlement Scheme have been 
circulated to staff. DoH is drafting communication to be issued to all 
employees. We had expected this to be issued last week and has sought an 
update from the DoH regarding when this is expected to be available.  

  We await their response. 
 

5. EU Data Transfer 

5.1 Work to identify the impact for the Department of Health and ALBs in the 
event of a “No Deal Scenario” is ongoing at Departmental level. BSO has 
provided information in relation to the data transfers potentially affected. 4 
have been identified, contractual arrangements are in place for 2 of these, the 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for one is currently being updated and 
the final one is covered by legal requirements. 

 

6. Table top exercise 

6.1 A one day table top exercise took place at the Pavilion, Stormont on 5 
February 2019.  Emergency planning leads from the Department and ALB’s 
participated and BSO was represented by Jonathan Semple, PaLS and 
Margaret Close, Corporate Services. A number of scenarios were discussed 
allowing the group an opportunity to explore where it is appropriate to 
escalate an issue through the completion of a daily SitRep and where an 
incident should be dealt with in the normal manner, in the first instance, by the 
individual organisation. 
 

7 BSO Table Top Business Continuity Exercise 

7.1 In accordance with Departmental directives, a scenario based table top test of 
BSO’s business continuity arrangements, in relation to EU Exit, took place 
Wednesday 13 March. There was positive engagement and an informative 
discussion by Extended SMT on the impact and possible implications for BSO 
of a series of EU Exit based scenarios. Results can be found collated in 
Appendix 1. These have also been made available on the BCP SharePoint 
site: 
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https://bso.sharepoint.hscni.net/sites/bc/SitePages/Home.aspx 
 

8 Corporate Business Continuity Plan  

8.1The Corporate Business Continuity Plan was updated prior to the table top 
business continuity exercise to incorporate EU Exit considerations and is also 
available on the BCP SharePoint site.  

 

9 BSO Single Point of Contact  

9.1 HSC Silver will operate during the EU exit response period and support the NI 
C3 arrangements to manage EU impacts and civil contingencies. In order to 
furnish HSC Silver with the necessary information, BSO will identify a Single 
Point of Contact (SPOC) to receive all communications with reference to EU 
Exit. At present this has been identified as the BSO Chief Executive. The 
SPOC within BSO is required to co-ordinate the completion of a composite 
SitRep (see Appendix 2) and submit to EUExitSilver@hscni.net   by 12:30 
each day.  This process is expected to operate from Monday 25th March 2019  
until enhanced reporting arrangements to support the wider NI C3 (Command. 
Control &Co-ordination) arrangements are no longer required. If there is 
nothing to report, a daily SitRep is still required to be submitted BSO to 
confirm a Nil report. 

 
9.1 When considering whether to include an issue in a SitRep the following 

should be considered: 

• Is EU Exit impacting on our ability to manage this issue/incident? 
• Will this issue/incident impact on service delivery including patient and 

user experience? 
 

9.2 Three criteria should be used when considering escalating/ reporting a 
substantive issue: 

• For Information. The issue/incident is being managed locally however 
there may be wider HSC implications;  

• For additional help/ advice.  The issue/incident is being managed 
locally however additional assistance or advice is needed; 

• For Higher Level Decision(s).  The issue is of such a magnitude that 
a HSCB/PHA/ BSO level decision(s) is needed. 
 

9.3 In line with the above, all relevant EU related issues/incidents will be reported 
on the daily SITREP return. Urgent issues should also be reported directly to 
the relevant Director (or Director on call if operational) in addition to being 
reflected on the daily SITREP returns. 

https://bso.sharepoint.hscni.net/sites/bc/SitePages/Home.aspx
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9.4 Either the SPOC or nominated Director must be available to answer queries 

from the DOC between 15.30 and 20.00 every day as well as having 
arrangements in place for cover to deal with enquiries. 

 
9.5 The SPOC is also required to participate in a SitRep daily conference-call/ 

meeting (if requested by HSCB Director on call) to risk assess and agree the 
overarching HSC SitRep prior to submission to the DoH DOC.  
 

10 Daily Timetable for SitRep Production (HSC silver) 

10.1 The following process for HSC SitRep production has been advised to BSO: 
• Receive SitReps from Trusts, HSCB, Health Protection and PHA, 

Communications and BSO by 12:30 each day. 
 

• Submit a draft of the HSC Silver SitRep to the HSCB Director on call for 
approval by 14:30 each day. 
 

• Submit the final approved HSC Silver SitRep to NI Departmental 
Operating Centre (DOC) by 15:30* each day. 
 

• 17:00 completion of NI DoH SitRep 
 

• 20:00 submission of NI SitRep to Impact Group 
 

• 23:00 completion of National Sitrep 
 

• 05:30  exception reporting 
 

• 07:00 report to Ministers 
 

• 09:00 report to COBRA 
 

10.2 BSO carried out an internal test of the SitRep process and connectivity on 
Thursday 7 March. In accordance with Departmental requirements, two 
further tests of the SitRep process and connectivity with HSC Silver took 
place on Wednesday, 13 March and Wednesday 20 March.  

 
11 Priority user Scheme (fuel cards) 

11.2 The Priority User Scheme (Fuel Cards) has been developed to ensure 
organisations carrying out a critical service have access to fuel. This is 
defined as an activity or work that is carried out by an organisation, the 
continuation of which during an emergency fuel situation has been identified 
as essential to ensuring minimal negative impact to human welfare. BSO has 
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been allocated 250 “amber” fuel cards and upon notification of the 
introduction of the Priority Users Scheme must allocate cards to named 
individuals. As the guidance identifies that organisations must use such cards 
to underpin delivery of critical services BSO must ensure that any allocation of 
fuel cards should be made to those staff engaged in delivering critical 
services. 
 

11.3 A plan is currently being drawn up to detail how these cards will be 
distributed and collected again. Allocation will reflect the areas of priority 
business as outlined in the Corporate Business Continuity Plan (see 
Appendix 3).  Alternative working arrangements, for example, working from 
home or working from a local office will also be considered when deciding on 
allocation. The Board have agreed to share their distribution plan when 
finalised for note. 

 

12 Logistics and Staffing 

With reference to the NI Command, Control and Co-ordination (C3) EU Exit 
Response Period 2019, PHA, HSCB and BSO staff will operate as business 
as usual out of their usual offices, with the Linenhall Street Offices being the 
central hub for the any enhanced response requirements.   

 

Departmental briefing can be found at https://www.health-
ni.gov.uk/articles/eu-exit 

  

https://www.health-ni.gov.uk/articles/eu-exit
https://www.health-ni.gov.uk/articles/eu-exit
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Appendix 1 

EU Exit Background Scenario Phase 1 (3 weeks post EU Exit) 
Common Recognised Information Picture (CRIP) 

It is Thursday 17th of April 2019 (Maundy Thursday), almost three weeks since the 
UK left the European Union.  Throughout the Winter and Spring of 2019,   
Parliament in Westminster had failed to reach consensus on a withdrawal 
agreement which was also acceptable to the European Union. Attempts to extend 
Article 50 in order to buy more time had failed and the UK was leaving on a “no 
deal” basis.  
Nationally 
There is uncertainty across the UK   in terms of   the political situation and the 
economy. A number of major businesses have announced plans to relocate 
operations outside the UK. 
Freight is moving in and out of UK but there are bottlenecks. There are lines of 
traffic in Southeast England at major short crossing ports including Dover and 
Felixstowe. Supply lines are now being affected for food supplies, 
pharmaceuticals, chemicals and manufacturing parts.  
There are daily low key protests outside Parliament to reverse Brexit. Some panic 
buying including bread, milk and non- perishable items is occurring.  Protests have 
also been sparked in Scotland demanding a reversal of Brexit and in some cases 
a second referendum on Scottish Independence. 
N IRELAND 
In Northern Ireland the situation has been generally calm over the last few weeks 
week. Cross border traffic between Northern Ireland and ROI has been flowing 
without checks but this cannot be maintained indefinitely. There is still uncertainty 
about the validity of driving licenses and motor insurance with a lack of cast iron 
assurances from Government. Businesses on both sides of the border have 
noticed a slowing of trade. 
The NICS have established DOCs across the system since Mid- February 2019. 
These are fully operational and have been operating 24 hours a day since mid-
March. 
The Health DOC has been operating on a 24 hour basis with a full complement of 
staff. It has been receiving queries on health related issues and providing sitreps 
to the NI Hub, collating information from Health Silver and other sources. Morale is 
generally good but DOC Chiefs of staff are finding it challenging to maintain the 
rota. 
Exercise 
However, the 2pm shift has just come in. Your team have   been informed at the 
last handover of the following situation as reported through Health Silver……. 
Thursday 18th April: Phase 1: SITREP provided by Silver; Key Issues 
INJECT BSO RESPONSE 
The HSCB is reporting that as they are 
going into a prolonged bank holiday GP 
practices are reporting an increase in 
repeat prescription orders particularly 
for chronic disease medication including 
blood pressure tablets and insulin. 

BAU response 
May be a role for BSO in issuing a 
communication on behalf of the Board, 
to GPs, advising that normal prescribing 
procedures should apply. 
BSO may notify Medicine Preparedness 
Group in DoH. 

GPs in the Southern Trust Area and Minimal BSO response- may discuss 
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Western Trust are expressing concern 
about patient access to cross border 
OOH services. 

any supporting action required with the 
Board.  

Patients booked for elective 
cardiothoracic surgery in Dublin have 
started to receive cancellations for 
“operational reasons” from HSE in ROI. 

BAU unless a recurring theme.   
Establish reason for cancellations with 
the Board.   
Only a BSO issue if the reason for 
cancellations is connected to BSO 
product supply- deemed unlikely. 

The assistant Director of health 
Protection is reporting an outbreak of 
campylobacter from a chicken fast food 
outlet in Pettigoe. 
Potentially 30 patients with foodborne 
illness on either side of the border.  
Health protection colleagues in Donegal 
are reluctant to share information about 
cases and contacts. 

Primarily a PHA issue, BSO may alert 
potential of related increased demand 
for a product. 
The sharing of information is expected 
to continue post EU Exit. 

Altnagelvin, Newry and Craigavon 
Hospitals are starting to report some 
staff shortages across a range of staff 
disciplines and specialties. 
Discharges into Nursing Homes and for 
those needing care packages are 
becoming more difficult. 
Imaging Capacity at Belfast trust is 
diminished due to a broken MRI 
scanner 

BAU in short term 
If long term impact of broken machinery 
BSO may have to resource a 
replacement. 

BSO PALS warehouse buffer stock 
levels are at 4 weeks. 
Some evidence emerging of trusts 
trying to build own buffer stocks locally 
from warehouse. 

Issue advice to Trusts to refrain from 
stock piling. 
Situation to be monitored within BSO. 
Unlikely that stocks would be allowed to 
fall to four weeks of buffer stock – 
supplies will be continually reviewed. 
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Situation May 13th Six weeks post EU Exit 
The UK has not been able to find any accommodation with the European Union so 
the stalemate continues and the most recent negotiations have broken down. 
In the UK the political crisis continues with the two main political parties unable to 
reach a political consensus on the way forward. 
Protests to reverse EU exit are continuing with sporadic rioting throughout the UK.  
The movement of freight in and out of the UK is severely affected as supply chains 
and logistics have started to become congested. Many lorry drivers from the UK no 
longer have the credentials to operate in the EU. 
Some foodstuffs are beginning to run low such as fresh fruit and vegetables. 
Consumer choice is also severely affected but the Prime Minister has reassured 
the population there is sufficient food for the population if they shop responsibly. 
However, retailers are starting to raise prices in response to shortages and 
increased costs. 
Contingency stockpiles of Medicines and consumables are starting to run low. 
However, there is some replenishment from the alternative routes opened up 
through the Benelux countries and Northern Ports.  
In Northern Ireland the PSNI Chief constable is warning of the potential for more 
dissident paramilitary activity.  
Traffic continues to flow between Northern Ireland and the ROI. However, only a 
few drivers have international driving permits and “green card” assurances from 
their insurance companies. Dublin and Belfast are both reporting dramatic falls in 
visitor numbers. Farmers are also unsure of their ability to transport foodstuffs 
including milk to ROI and vice versa. 
There have been some small scale protests against a “hard border” in front of 
Belfast city hall. However there have also been sporadic protests at some border 
crossings which have been disrupting traffic. 
The NI Hub and Departmental operations centres continue to operate. They now 
operate 24 hours a day. The head of the civil service has been trawling for more 
volunteers as Departments are finding it difficult to maintain sufficient staff to 
operate the centres. 
It is 2pm on Monday May 13th. The Health DOC has received the following from 
Health Silver as an update………. 
Phase 2 - May 13th Silver SITREP to DOC 
INJECT BSO RESPONSE 
Pharmacies and GP are reporting 
severe shortages of some medicines. In 
particular, short and long acting insulins. 

Liaise with DoH and the Board. 
FPS will initiate their BCP. 

Pharmacies and retailers are reporting 
that stocks of over the counter remedies 
are running out; cold remedies and 
painkillers 

No action for BSO 

Border GPs are expressing concern that 
they are unsure of being able to provide 
services to patients across the border in 
ROI and OOH services including home 
visits may have to shut down completely 
in border areas 

No BSO response 

The Director of Public health and his PHA issue 
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team of health protection specialists 
have indicated they no longer have 
access to the European based 
surveillance and early warning systems. 
An outbreak of Hepatitis A amongst 
MSM is being investigated in the 
Greater Belfast Area. Potentially linked 
to a Europe wide outbreak  
Uncertainty whether NI Health 
Protection authorities can report their 
outbreak to the European network. 
HSCTs 
Considerable staff shortages across 
disciplines and specialties 
Planned discharges are becoming more 
difficult due to staff shortages in nursing 
homes 
Pressures in accident and emergency in 
Altnagelvin and Daisy Hill Hospitals 
Surgeons in orthopaedics, neurosurgery 
and cardiothoracic surgery are reducing 
list sizes because of shortages of 
specialist consumables 
NIAS paramedics were unable to 
provide mutual aid assistance at a 
County Cavan road crash due to issues 
relating to driving accreditation 

BSO will invoke emergency measures 
re. specialist product shortages 
PaLS have access to a Dedicated 
Shipment Channel (DSC) via the 
National Supply Disruption Response 
(NSDR). This is a nationally co-
ordinated body that PaLS have direct 
access to in order to highlight/ escalate 
any supply issues. 

BSO PALS warehouse buffer stock 
levels are exhausted. 

PaLS currently have access to 
alternative routes into UK via the DSC 
and have advised suppliers of these.  
Trigger points for accessing national 
arrangements are currently under 
discussion. 
PaLS  BCP will be invoked. 

Food supplies to HSC Trusts are 
compromised – particularly fresh fruit 
and vegetables. 

BSO to source alternate products; for 
example, tinned or frozen food. 
Invoke PaLS BCP. 

It is proving difficult to secure 
interpreters for planned face to face 
sessions throughout NI. 

Activate BCP, prioritise need and 
instigate telephone interviews  

BSO is experiencing staff shortages – 
particularly parental leave and unable to 
fill agency positions. 

Access Priority Business Areas as 
outlined in Corporate BCP and redeploy 
staff accordingly. 
Contact recruitment agencies. 
Potentially suspend leave. 
Invoke HR BCP. 

PALS external driver provider (BFast) is 
only providing 50% of planned driver 
cover. 

Access recruitment agencies. 
Redeploy internal PaLS drivers to 
provide cover. 
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Appendix 2 

 

 

Date of Report 20-March-2019 

Time of Report 12:30 

Author of Report Liam McIvor 

Contact Details: TEL (IN HOURS) 02895363863 

Contact Details: TEL (OUT OF HOURS) 07909908054 

Contact Details: EMAIL Liam.mcivor@hscni.net 

                                                                                                                

1. Summary Key Points/Overview of BSO Position and issues for 
escalation 

Situation Assessment Response 
(Y/N) 

Service Demand exceeds usual range? N 

EUExit-Related Disruptions to Service? N 

IF THE ANSWER TO BOTH QUESTIONS IS NO, DO YOU WISH 
TO SUBMIT NIL RETURN? 

Y 

Issues: 

 

NIL 

 

 

 

 

 

EU Exit  (BSO) Daily Situation Report  

mailto:Liam.mcivor@hscni.net
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2. BSO Issues & Actions Taken:  
BSO  AREA EUExit-

Related issue 
Action 

Taken/Planned 
Reason for notification: Inform(I): 
Advice/Support(A/S): Decision(D) 

PALS NIL   

Shared 
Service 

NIL   

Finance NIL   

HR&CS NIL   

IT NIL   

Interpreting NIL   

Other NIL   
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Appendix Three  
Critical Priorities 

The Business Services Organisation has decided that its priorities in maintaining 
service shall be as follows: 

Priority One Services  
 (Cannot be deferred or delegated) 

a) Maintenance of ICT infrastructure within the HSCNI by BSO Technology 
Services; 

b) Delivery of stock products to HSCNI by BSO Procurement and Logistics 
Service; 

c) Operational procurement of critical medical and surgical products by BSO 
Procurement and Logistics Service;  

d) Attendance of BSO Legal Services staff at essential court and tribunal 
proceedings; 

e) Family and Childcare legal support; 
f) Mental Health Tribunal case support; 
g) Legal Out Of Hours support; 
h) Telephony Services; 
i) Support for the EOC within the Public Health Agency; 
j) Maintenance of Payroll Shared Services (it should be noted that payment will 

be made even if it is based on the previous month's); 
k) Maintenance of Accounts Payable Shared Services 
l) Execution of urgent Recruitment tasks 
m) Execution of essential Counter Fraud services 
n) Maintaining as consistent a supply of staff for above departments as possible. 

 

Priority Two Services  
 (Do not defer if possible) 

a) Payment of independent contractors and suppliers (may be on the basis of 
payments in previous months); 

b) Payment to practitioners (may be on the basis of payments in previous 
months); 

c) Legal advice of a non-critical nature; prioritised areas that require urgent 
advise or court attendance in any DLS service area. 

d) Recruitment of additional and replacement staff 
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Priority Three Services  
  (To be reinstated within a few weeks if disrupted) 

a) Recruitment to permanent posts; 
b) Non-estimated payments to practitioners; 
c) ORECNI; 
d) Sourcing services (i.e. tendering and quotation activity); 
e) General pricing enquiries from Trusts; 
f) Capital projects and equipping; 
g) FOI and complaints procedures; 
h) ICT project work; 
i) Provision of routine management information reports; 
j) Processing of grievances, HR investigations and disciplinary action; 
k) Training and Clinical Education. 

 

Priority Four Services  
 (These services will be stood down if disrupted or if staff are required to work 
elsewhere, but will be reinstated as soon as possible) 

a) Counter fraud and probity services; 
b) Supply of product non-acute, non-pandemic centres and non-residential 

health and social care facilities; 
c) Issue of medical cards; 
d) Medical Negligence, Litigation, Conveyancing and Debt Recovery services 

subject to the agreement of the Court Services and Tribunal systems. 
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